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 — arms, a framework that largely reflects U.S.
 The following article is the advance concerns about Soviet advantages in ballis

 text of the speech Robert S. McNamara "We HttVe the greatest tic missiles. And in conventional arms, Gor
 delivered at the Arms Control Assoc- bachev has proposed a three-phase plan for
 iation's annual meeting on November Opportunity in four substantial cuts, which includes a commit
 29 in Washington, D.C. Robert S. dpradp<i tn tirnhp thp ment to verify the initial data and to rectify
 McNamara served as secretary of tO pYOOe the imbalances, two positions on which the
 defense under Presidents Kennedy and degree to which the West has long insisted T , .. *rn 111 Not long ago, m the days when Soviet
 Johnson and was president of The World global military officials were regularly rejecting U.S.
 Bank from 1968 to 1981. He is a mem- rntlfmntdtinn run hp proposals, Gorbachev's approach to
 ber ofACA's Board of Directors. cunj ruruuiiun our UO diplomacy would have been unimaginable.

 diminished and the Yet, now that the Soviet Union has a leader
 political one made who'in thewords of British Prime Minister
 r Margaret Thatcher, is someone the West

 For better or worse, the American safer." "can do business with," a great debate is election that began many months brewing among experts here in the United
 ago is finally over. The campaign of States about whether and how to pursue

 charges and countercharges on national arms reductions.
 defense and security issues must now give The president-elect and his running
 way to serious discussion. The Current Dilemma mate have made statements about the SDI

 One thing is clear: The new president program and the pace of the START
 will face complex challenges and historic We are at a critical moment. The new negotiations that have ominous implica
 opportunities in the arena of national secur- Soviet leadership has given arms reduction tions. And if those experts who have spent
 ity, arms control, and U.S.-Soviet relations. efforts the highest possible priority. But the last year criticizing START have their

 President-elect Bush is already here in the United States, the political con- way, we may yet squander the chance to ex
 scheduled to have an informal meeting sensus that led to successful ratification of ploit this unprecedented Soviet interest in
 with General Secretary Gorbachev and has the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces arms control,
 said he is willing to meet the Soviet leader (INF) Treaty and support for the Strategic
 formally after he takes office to build on the Arms Reductions Talks (START) is
 progress resulting from President Reagan's threatened. I fear that the unresolved issues A "Triad of Opposition" to START
 four summit meetings. The success of these in the START treaty and the mounting
 meetings—and indeed the success of the criticism of the arms control negotiations, President Reagan has left his successor
 Bush administration in this all-important coming from many quarters, could cause a tremendous opportunity to cut strategic
 area—will depend in large part on the for- this consensus to unravel. nuclear arms. U.S. and Soviet negotiators
 mation of an arms control agenda and an Gorbachev has undeniably shown a have been working for many months on a
 approach to the Soviet Union that com- boldness of vision, advocating sweeping draft treaty that would sharply cut strategic
 mands broad public support at home. measures to reverse the nuclear arms race arms, down to 6,000 accountable weapons.

 I cannot overemphasize, therefore, the and reduce conventional arms in Europe. By reversing three decades of expansion in
 need for the new president and the new These bold proposals have been accom- U.S. and Soviet nuclear arsenals, this agree
 Congress to approach the formation of panied by remarkable flexibility at the ment would be a profound step towards
 foreign and defense policy on a bipartisan negotiating table. The Soviets agreed to un- ending the nuclear arms race—a goal, I
 basis over the next four years. When the equal reductions and extensive on-site in- trust, that is shared by Democrats and
 president's policies do enjoy bipartisan spection in the INF Treaty—and by all Republicans alike.
 support, the United States is stronger, the accounts, the Soviet military has been ex- Meanwhile, the opponents of START
 policies—including arms control pro- tremely cooperative during these inspec- have developed a three-pronged attack,
 posals—are on a firmer domestic footing, tions. One group believes that START'S specific
 and Soviet leaders are more likely to The Soviets have agreed to a reductions will leave U.S. nuclear forces
 respond. framework for deep reductions in strategic more vulnerable than they are today.
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 Others argue that pursuing START is extent than the number of Soviet SS-18 war
 dangerous because it will inevitably in- jflHRBgl ^a* .. heads. Thus, critics claim that START will
 volve limiting our right to test and then it, V* threaten crisis stability because the famous
 deploy strategic defenses. A third group *v V ifl ' ju' i ratio of Soviet counterforce warheads to
 claims that reductions in strategic arms will ShR. fixed U.S. ICBM targets would, in that case,
 erode the credibility of "extended deter- J| i"""*" JK .«• m rise.
 rence," thereby increasing the chances of This need not occur. The Scowcroft
 conventional aggression by the Soviets. Commission concluded, in a judgment

 This "triad of opposition" includes T jm which I share, that the current U.S. triad of
 many influential members of the national land-, sea-, and air-based strategic nuclear
 security community. The argument regard- forces is invulnerable in the face of current
 ing the potential vulnerability of U.S. forces BBfc and prospective Soviet forces. While our
 under START has been put forward by jFjjT ~i land-based missiles may become some
 people for whom I have great respect, in- . (i what more vulnerable as the Soviets further
 eluding Brent Scowcroft, James *~M, modernize their missiles, START need not
 Schlesinger, and some members of Con- «£■-* h make the situation worse. On the contrary,
 gress. Those who fear START because it will g unless we choose to deploy our forces
 be incompatible with strategic defenses in- o under START in a greatly reduced number
 elude former Defense Secretary Caspar Roberts McNamara °f fixed—as opposed to mobile—launch
 Weinberger, who has gone so far as to sug- ers, the critics' fears will not be realized. We
 gest that the United States withdraw com- can make the decision to do otherwise —
 pletely from the Antiballistic Missile (ABM) dangerous class of weapons—toward less- and that decision can and should be made
 Treaty. And, during the INF debate, threatening heavy bombers. This shift rep- early in the new administration. Conse
 General Bernard Rogers and Henry Kis- resents a major Soviet concession to quently, depending on the mix of existing
 singer emphasized the linkage between long-standing U.S. concerns. Second, by and modified Minuteman missiles we
 START and conventional arms. Since the sharply reducing overall Soviet capacity for choose, START can modestly or greatly
 frequency and intensity of these criticisms barrage attacks, START can protect the sur- diminish whatever Soviet incentives may
 may well grow as the new administration vivability of current and future U.S. forces, exist to attack U.S. ICBMs. This would be
 moves forward, they merit careful ex- since such attacks could theoretically especially true if we decide, despite the
 amination. threaten mobile ICBMs, if we choose to high cost and possible public opposition, to

 deploy them, submarines in open ocean deploy a mobile ICBM such as the Midget
 areas, and bombers shortly after they leave man missile.

 The Key Criterion: Crisis Stability their bases. In an absolute sense, no practical
 Much of the criticism of START relates agreement can eliminate the Soviet

 The most important criticism of START to its effect on the vulnerability of U.S. land- capability to destroy a substantial percent
 relates to its effect on crisis stability. This is and sea-based nuclear forces. In the case of age of ICBM silos. Indeed, Secretary of
 a valid, indeed central, issue. The principal sea-based systems, START is criticized be- Defense Carlucci has stressed that "START
 aim of arms control is not simply to reduce cause the number of submarines will was never viewed as a vehicle for eliminat
 the number of weapons but to make decline from the present 35 to some 16 to 18. ing the vulnerability of our silo-based
 nuclear war less likely by reducing incen- The critics' mistake is to equate reduced ICBM systems." But START can lessen the
 tives for either country to launch a preemp- numbers with reduced survivability. With incentives for such an attack and thereby
 tive attack in a crisis. For the United States, or without START, the number of sub- enhance crisis stability,
 this goal of enhancing crisis stability means marines will sharply decrease. We have In short, START will reduce the Soviet
 ensuring the survivability of U.S. systems decided that the increased range, quietness, threat to U.S. ICBMs while permitting the
 by curtailing the capability of Soviet forces and efficiency of Trident as compared to United States the flexibility to choose
 and by encouraging a Soviet shift to a more Poseidon submarines justifies concentrat- whatever mix of fixed and mobile land
 stabilizing force posture. ing SLBM (submarine-launched ballistic based missiles it deems appropriate.

 The agreed START framework goes far missile) warheads in a smaller number of One other unresolved thorny issue in
 to meet this test. To reduce to the agreed boats. There are simply no breakthroughs START which affects crisis stability is the
 ceiling of 4,900 ballistic missile warheads, in antisubmarine warfare on the horizon treatment of sea-launched cruise missiles
 the Soviet Union must make an asymmetri- that would make our Trident submarines (SLCMs), which can carry both convention
 cal reduction of 2,000 more warheads than vulnerable. Over time, if Soviet capabilities al and nuclear warheads. I do not have a
 the United States. Moreover, the restrictions in this area were to improve dramatically, complete solution to this problem. The
 on throw-weight, the generous counting we are free under START to increase the Soviets seem intent on ensuring that
 rules for bomber weapons, and the specific number of submarines we deploy by reduc- SLCMs are somehow limited by START,
 limits on Soviet heavy ICBMs, all work to ing the number of weapons each one car- But it is extremely difficult, if not impos
 the U.S. advantage. These provisions im- ries. sible, to distinguish between conventional
 prove crisis stability in two important The issue that seems to generate a dis- ly armed and nuclear-armed SLCMs
 ways. First, the limits on missile warheads proportionate share of controversy is the without highly intrusive inspection. One
 and the counting rules for bomber weapons question of ICBM vulnerability. Some way to address the issue is to limit conven
 provide strong incentives for the Soviet critics suggest START will make our fixed tionally armed SLCMs as well as nuclear
 Union to shift away from ballistic mis- ICBMs more vulnerable because the num- armed SLCMs. But the Navy will probably
 siles—which are considered the most ber of U.S. silos may be reduced to a greater strongly resist any such restriction.
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 We must not allow this issue to block make it abundantly clear that actual from an accidental launch of Soviet missiles
 START. If agreement cannot be reached on progress will take many years. or a terrorist attack. The best-known
 practical verification procedures, perhaps This linkage between START and con- proposal to consider a defense against acci
 the best we can do is to have both sides ventional forces has been rejected by the dents was made from this very podium by
 declare their intention not to deploy more Joint Chiefs and Secretary of Defense Car- Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA), nearly a year
 than, say, 400 nuclear-armed SLCMs. This lucci, both of whom have argued that ago. While I respect the opinion of the
 level is below the current U.S. plan, so it START would buttress, not undermine, the author, I must say that such a deployment
 should provide some satisfaction to the
 Soviets. As far as verification is concerned,

 I would make two points. First, the current

 generation of SLCMs is inherently "A partial defense designed to protect against
 retaliatory because of the weapon's lengthy . , , , . . .. n . .
 flight-time, so the military significance of accidents and one aimed at complicating a Soviet
 the Soviets having more than 400 would be attack do have one thing in common. They threaten
 marginal. Second, we can spend money on ,, . T ^ , , . , . .
 early warning to improve our capability to trl€ Vtttbtltty Oj tYlC ABM TvCM-ty, ZVhtch tft ttlYYl

 detect Soviet slcms, thereby protecting undermines the chances for achieving reductions in
 bomber bases against surprise attacks. , °

 However, we should consider restric- strategic arms."
 tions on testing and deployment of future
 generations of SLCMs, because stealth tech
 nologies and other improvements could, in
 the future, give these systems more credibility of NATO strategy. I can't im- seems unwise and unnecessary. The chair
 dangerous first-strike capabilities. agine that establishing an illogical linkage man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral

 that paralyzed the START process in- William Crowe, has pointed out that be
 definitely would be acceptable to the cause the Soviets use many of the same

 The Effect on Extended Deterrence public, to the Congress, or to our European safeguards as we do, the chances of such an
 allies—who have made the achievement of accidental launch are "very, very low." I

 Perhaps the most pernicious of all the a START treaty NATO's highest arms con- fully expect both sides to continue to im
 attacks on START is the one which seeks to trol priority. We must avoid the prove technological and procedural
 make a connection between strategic arms straightjacket of dangerous linkages. safeguards against an accidental or un
 reductions and the likelihood of conven- authorized launch. As far as terrorist at

 tional war in Europe. During the campaign, tacks with nuclear weapons are concerned,
 Vice President-elect Quayle used this argu- ABM: The Inextricable Link a ballistic missile defense cannot protect us
 ment to propose that START be formally from the type of weapons the terrorists are
 linked to improvements in the convention- Turning to the Strategic Defense Initia- likely to use: crude nuclear devices brought
 al balance. tive—my opposition to this program is into the United States by airplane, by boat,

 This claim assumes that START would well-known. I believe it poses grave risks or by other clandestine means,
 somehow reduce the deterrent capability of far out-of-line with any possible benefits. Congress will surely persist in its
 our strategic nuclear forces. I see no pos- Those risks include: its enormous rigorous scrutiny of partial defenses and
 sible way in which this could occur. Be- waste of resources which, depending on the technical experts will continue to debate the
 cause the reductions in START are so choice of system, may be measured in the merits of the emerging proposals. Suffice it
 balanced and will enhance the overall sur- hundreds of billions of dollars; the fact that to say that while the technologies of defense
 vivability of U.S. strategic forces, and be- it will initiate an arms race in outer space have improved over the last two decades,
 cause the United States would still retain and fuel the competition in strategic arms offensive technologies have improved as
 nuclear weapons numerous enough and on earth; and the possibility that it would well, leaving the overwhelming difficulties
 flexible enough to support NATO strategy, increase the temptation for preemptive at- of deploying a cost-effective and survivable
 the U.S. capability to use nuclear forces in tack in a military conflict. defense essentially unchanged. I believe the
 defense of Europe would remain un- Meanwhile, the potential benefits of careful calculations that led us to reject
 changed. Therefore, whatever role strategic SDI are minimal. Given the enormous strategic defenses in the past will lead us to
 nuclear forces now play in deterring the destructive power of nuclear weapons, no similar conclusions in the future,
 threat of Soviet conventional aggression— defense in the foreseeable future, no matter A partial defense designed to protect
 one that I regard as minimal—they would how extensive and costly, can protect the against accidents and one aimed at com
 play an equal or greater role after they are population of the United States. This vul- plicating a Soviet attack do have one thing
 adjusted to the treaty limits. nerability is not a policy choice but a grim in common, however. They threaten the

 To hold START hostage to a conven- fact of life in the nuclear age. viability of the ABM Treaty, which in turn
 tional arms control agreement is tan- Proponents of strategic defense have undermines the chances for achieving
 tamount to postponing it indefinitely. now begun to champion versions of SDI reductions in strategic arms. This inex
 While the opportunity to achieve conven- which offer more limited benefits. They tricable link between reductions in strategic
 tional arms reductions may be greater suggest that a partial defense can enhance offensive arms and restrictions on strategic
 today than ever before, the extreme com- deterrence by complicating a Soviet offen- defenses remains as true today as it was in
 plexity of the subject matter and NATO's sive strike. Or they propose that a small the late 1960s and early 1970s when the
 difficulty in developing a unified position deployment could protect the United States ABM Treaty was first formulated. I know
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 the Joint Chiefs who advised me in the unilateral statement to the effect that their have yielded essentially no progress. The
 1960s shared this view and I would be very national interests would be jeopardized by problem has been that the Soviet Union
 surprised if Admiral Crowe and the current U.S. actions inconsistent with the ABM holds significant numerical advantages in
 Joint Chiefs of Staff do not still share it. If Treaty. The right of a nation to alter its legal key categories of weaponry, and to redress
 the Chiefs were pressed as to whether they obligations under a treaty like START be- the numerical imbalances requires con
 could support deep reductions in U.S. cause of a threat to its national interests is fronting and evaluating deep asymmetries
 strategic forces, such as those START would well-established. The United States would between East and West in geography,
 require, combined with an unlimited Soviet be hard-pressed to justify opposition to weapons quality, and force requirements,
 deployment of a nationwide defense, I can't such an expression of sovereignty. For example, the massive Soviet army in
 imagine they would say, "yes." Those who oppose START because it Eastern Europe has always had a political

 President-elect Bush, perhaps recog- will involve limits on strategic defenses are role in addition to its military one: to
 nizing the inherent technological and correct in their assumption but incorrect in guarantee Soviet domination of Eastern
 _______^Europe.

 But the negotiating landscape has
 dramatically changed. Gorbachev's bold

 //r"-riA dt •11 j .j n ■ • . r , , proposals to sharply cut conventional arms
 START Will reduce the Soviet threat to are based on his stated willingness to
 U.S. ICBMs while permitting the United States reshape Soviet conventional forces to
 1 -j .j i . f £. j achieve "reasonable sufficiency" as op
 the flexibility to choose zvhdteoev ttltX OJ Jtxed posed to superiority, and to adopt a "defen
 and mobile land-based missiles it deems sive" rather than an offensive posture. And,

 apparently recognizing that the Warsaw
 appropriate." Pact retains two to three times as many

 tanks, artillery pieces, and attack helicop
 ters as NATO does, Gorbachev has also said

 ~ he is willing to make asymmetrical, as op
 posed to equal, reductions to common

 budgetary restraints, seems to have some- their conclusion. Obtaining deep reduc- levels.
 what less enthusiasm for SDI than Presi- tions in Soviet ballistic missile forces in ex- i don't know what Gorbachev means

 dent Reagan. We can only hope that, change for restrictions on a program of such by the term "reasonable sufficiency," or the
 despite the campaign rhetoric, the new dubious value and potentially dangerous words "defensive posture," nor do I know
 president will heed the bipartisan advice consequences is an offer we should be what force changes "asymmetrical reduc
 offered by six previous secretaries of delighted to accept. tions" would translate into. But I do know
 defense—three Republicans, Mel Laird, El- I do not believe any leg of this "triad of that it is surely in our interest to seize this
 liot Richardson, and Jim Schlesinger, and opposition" to START will stand up under opportunity to explore the seriousness and
 three Democrats, Clark Clifford, Harold careful scrutiny. However unjustified, if content of Gorbachev's statements. Cer
 Brown, and myself. We stated that limiting these attacks continue, they will certainly tainly, in the case of the INF Treaty the
 the testing and deployment of both U.S. be divisive and they could yet prove to be Soviet leader's deeds matched his words,
 and Soviet strategic defenses through the decisive. And this historic opportunity a successful conventional arms agree
 ABM Treaty is critical to U.S. security and could be missed or substantially deferred. ment that reduces the Soviets' superior of
 "makes possible negotiation of substantial Before we turn to other subjects, let me fensive capability would be one of the great
 reductions in strategic offensive forces." underscore a positive feature of START that diplomatic triumphs in this century. Not

 The U.S. and Soviet governments must is often overlooked even though it could ort]y could it stabilize the military confron
 find a way to finesse the current impasse profoundly affect our competition with the tation in Europe at sharply lower force
 over missile defense. If the United States in- Soviets. It relates to the effect of the exten- levels, but conventional arms reductions
 sists that strategic defenses be given free sive and highly intrusive verification pro- would involve substantial savings in
 rein, we can neither expect the Soviet Union cedures that a START agreement is likely to defense expenditures and could also signal
 to implement arms reductions nor should require. Hundreds of inspections by teams the beginning of an historic geopolitical
 we in the United States be willing to do so. of Americans and Soviets at facilities where transformation of Europe.
 The best solution would be for President- central strategic weapons are produced, The president-elect has said he intends
 elect Bush to endorse the traditional inter- stored, and deployed will engage the to give higher priority to conventional arms
 pretation of the ABM Treaty, as the five military establishments of both sides in a control. Let's hope he moves quickly in con
 other secretaries of defense and I have sug- fundamentally cooperative enterprise. This sulfation with Congress to formulate a
 gested. Or he could state that the United joint enterprise could benefit us all as it proposal because the United States must
 States would refrain from utilizing the helps roll back a long tradition of Soviet jead the NATO alliance in this critical area,
 treaty's withdrawal clause for a specified secrecy in military affairs. It is not enough to simply respond to
 period, perhaps eight to 12 years. Gorbachev's initiatives.

 Alternatively, the impasse could be Conventional Arms Reductions Such a negotiation will be immensely
 overcome through Soviet action. Recogniz- complex. The participation of many nations
 ing that Congress has not permitted the Turning to conventional arms, we see is always a complicating factor. The subject
 president to conduct SDI tests that go that NATO and Warsaw Pact countries matter does not lend itself to simple for
 beyond the traditional interpretation of the have been discussing conventional mulas as in the case of nuclear arms. And
 ABM Treaty, the Soviets could make a weapons for some 15 years. These talks verification of such an agreement will in
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 volve difficult tradeoffs. So, the sooner we lower—the nuclear threshold. This means and access. Observation posts could be es
 get started the better. deemphasizing nuclear artillery shells, be- tablished at major exit and entry points for

 cause these weapons create powerful pres- military forces moving toward the central
 sures on field commanders to "use them or front, such as airfields, rail centers, and

 Nuclear Modernization in Europe lose them," which in turn increases the major highway intersections. Combining
 likelihood of early first use. Similarly, to the these measures with overflight rights could

 Another related and potentially extent that modernization is deemed neces- also allow the West to satisfy itself that any
 divisive issue on the arms control horizon sary, it should emphasize survivable sys- unilateral Soviet reductions are not offset
 is the future of NATO's short-range nuclear terns. by subsequent action,
 forces. Gorbachev has said he wants to Several years ago the concept of
 negotiate the reduction and elimination of unilateral arms control measures was often
 nuclear forces with ranges below 500 discussed. More recently, as the U.S. and A Broader U.S.-Soviet Dialogue
 kilometers. Meanwhile, the alliance has Soviet governments have achieved some
 concluded that in light of the apparent success in bilateral negotiations, this con- In closing, let me say that while I
 Soviet advantage in conventional arms, cept has faded from view. While we must strongly urge immediate action on arms
 short-range nuclear forces should not be and will continue to negotiate arms control control, both strategic and conventional, I
 discussed at this point. Instead, it is agreements, I believe the whole question of believe we now have the opportunity for a
 developing proposals to modernize and the military confrontation in Europe lends broader dialogue and interaction with the
 improve those forces. itself well to unilateral measures by both Soviet Union. Underlying the military corn

 One of the unfortunate consequences East and West. petition is a geopolitical one. We now have
 of the INF Treaty is the effect it has had on The anxiety in Germany, while certain- an unparalleled opportunity to focus atten
 the Federal Republic of Germany. Rightly ly not a new phenomenon, is one which the tion on ways not only to ease political ten
 or wrongly, Germans across the political United States can help dispel. Right now, sions but, hopefully, ultimately, to remove
 spectrum feel "singularized" because they we have some 1,600 nuclear artillery shells their causes.
 believe that many, if not most, of the in Europe. A unilateral withdrawal of, at a General Secretary Gorbachev's trans
 remaining nuclear weapons under NATO's minimum, one thousand of these weapons formation of Soviet foreign policy has led
 control are not only stationed on German could ease German concerns and would be to real progress in resolving conflicts in Af
 soil but are also designed to explode on desirable in and of itself, given the danger ghanistan, Cambodia, and Angola. I think
 German soil. This strongly held belief has of unintended escalation these weapons we should press the Soviets, as well, for a
 made it very difficult to reach a consensus present in a military conflict. commitment to curtail their involvement in
 on such modernization. So far, the dispute On the Soviet side, a unilateral Central America.
 has been papered over. Certainly it will decision to withdraw perhaps three to five Meanwhile, we should be looking for
 come to the fore if a decision to modernize tank divisions from the central front would ways to integrate Soviet society more fully
 the Lance short-range missile is finalized be a useful way for Gorbachev to into our increasingly interdependent
 and deployment plans are announced. demonstrate his seriousness about conven- global order. We must continue to press on

 Even though I view linkage as a tional arms control. A reduction along these the human rights front. And we must be
 dangerous strategy, the linkage between lines would have no effect on Soviet defen- prepared to expand economic cooperation

 — when it is mutually advantageous. Therein
 lies the potential for fundamental and irre
 versible reform in Soviet society.

 "A successful conventional arms agreement that In sum, the beginning of the end of the
 reduces the Soviets' superior offensive capability ColdWar ™ay be at hand At a mimmum'

 ' J J ' J we have the greatest opportunity in four
 would be one of the great diplomatic triumphs in decades to probe the degree to which the
 fhic rp+itum " global military confrontation can be (-1/-(d I't/iItWl (f i j- • i j j , i I*.* 1 j

 J diminished and the political one made
 safer. Moreover, recent polls make clear that

 — the American people strongly support fur
 ther arms reductions, including START, as

 negotiated reductions in NATO tactical sive capability, but it would diminish a well as redoubled efforts to ease political
 nuclear forces and improving the conven- Soviet numerical advantage important to tensions.
 tional balance seems unavoidable under the West. We can pursue these goals from our ex
 present circumstances. However, I hope we Such unilateral actions as these are not isting position of economic, political, and
 fully explore the opportunity to use arms only desirable in and of themselves. They military strength. If our hopes are not real
 reductions rather than an arms buildup to could also serve to catalyze bilateral arms ized we will have lost nothing. But given
 improve the situation. control efforts. And agreement on addition- how far Gorbachev has moved already,

 In recent years I have publicly ques- al confidence-building measures, beyond there is the strong possibility that we can
 tioned the wisdom of NATO's threat to use those already contained in the 1986 Stock- move during the next decade to a greatly
 nuclear weapons first in response to con- holm Agreement, could further improve improved political relationship between
 ventional aggression by the Soviet Union. the prospect for reductions in conventional East and West and, by pursuing the arms
 Nevertheless, as long as we maintain this arms. control steps I have outlined, to a far more
 policy, our modernization efforts should The Stockholm provisions could be ex- stable and sharply reduced military con
 focus on weapons which raise—not panded to give observers greater flexibility frontation. act
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